Pavia is a medieval university town offering many cultural and social activities and an exceptionally high quality of life.

It is located very close to Milan, one of Europe’s business, art and design centres. The course offers a good combination of global orientation and a touch of the Italian ‘dolce vita’
The Department of Economics and Management has successfully activated **12 Double Degree Programmes** with the most important Universities in Europe;

These bilateral agreements allow the students who participate to obtain - at the end of the studies' period - an Italian degree and the equivalent foreign title.
WHO CAN ATTEND THE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES?

The Double Degree Program is dedicated to all the students enrolled in our Masters of Laurea Magistrale: first of all MEFI and MIBE, taught entirely in English language, and also MEGI and MELI

Italian and foreign students strongly committed to developing skills in an international environment
WHY ATTEND THESE INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES?

There are great opportunities for cooperation, challenge, & mutual learning in the multicultural environment.

The Faculty team includes both Italian scholars with sound international experience and highly reputed visiting scholars from abroad.

No tuition fee for the first year.
DOUBLE DEGREE SCHEME

Students are highly recommended to spend 1 year abroad at one of the University’s partners sharing attractive international exchange/double degree programmes.

Announcement will be published around mid-february.

The students can apply at 1st year of the Master.

During their 2nd year they will spend abroad.

Degree awarded: two Master Degrees Italian and foreign.
DOUBLE DEGREE SCHEME

Selection criteria:
grades average
credits number
meritocracy

Language requirements:
the most important International Certification in accordance with partner Universities

Interview:
a short talk to explain the motivation
DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAM

FEDERICO FRANCESCHINI
Administrative
DD Coordinator

CLAUDIA TARANTOLA
DD Coordinator
Economics area

BIRGIT HAGEN
DD Coordinator
Business area
DOUBLE DEGREE PROGRAM

https://fb.com/DoppiaLaureaPV